Roads to Heaven
– Because just as fantastic as the name indicates is our new route to
Ladakh and Zanskar via one of the most spectacular gravel roads in
the Himalayas near Killar -150 kilometers of spectacular tracks and
dirt roads at its best - and brand new passes.

2021:
11.09. – 26.09.

We are tackling a total of 10 Himalayan
passes:
•

4,450 m | Sach Pass - the toughest pass in Himachal Pradesh

•

5.030 m | Baralach La - action packed & scenic pass on the
Manali - Leh road

•

4,739 m | Nakee La - across never ending hairpin turns

•

5,390 m | Tanglang La - the second highest pass in the world

•

5.105 m | Shingo La - newly opened between Zanskar and
Lahaul

•
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3,980 m | Rohtang Pass - finally nice to ride on again

Further highlights are the Royal Palace near Zangla, the most beautiful monasteries in Zanskar, the Tibetan-Buddhist city of Leh in
Ladakh, the Manali - Ladakh road and many more ... a whole new
adventure awaits you!

Go East Young Man

Tibet and the unknown East Himalaya

Go East Young Man is our new Tibet motorcycle tour, which
is planned for April 2021. With this new Tibet biking dream
adventure we will start the biking season 2021. From Shangri-la we ride up to the Tibetan plateau to the Base Camp of

Everest at 4,900m and on to Lhasa. In addition to many classic Tibet highlights such as Yamdrok and Namtso Lakes, the

Tashilhunpo Monastery near Shigatse and the Potala Palace in

Lhasa, we also see the little-known Eastern Tibet; On ex-

On October 3rd, the Rohtang Tunnel in the Indian
Himalayas was (finally) opened after a construction period of over 10 years. With a length of 9 kilometers, it is the longest tunnel in the world over
3,000 meters above sea level.

Fortunately, after the tunnel has opened, the
Rohtang Pass (3,980m) above is much quieter.
For us this means that we can finally drive over
the Rohtang Pass again - which we have always
avoided for many years due to the extreme traffic
there.

In addition, new mountain roads have been completed that connect remote areas with each other, which
opens up completely new possibilities for us. Nothing stands in the way of an overland bike tour from
the „Himalayan foothills“ in Dharamsala, the Dalai Lama‘s residence, up to Ladakh and Zanskar - and
that is exactly what we will do next summer. RC Vinod was already there with our team and scouted the
new routes to find the best ones. We already planned the tour itself at the beginning of this year under
the heading „Into the Wilds of Zanskar & Ladakh“. But after we got a better picture, we improved the
routing of the tour and gave it a more appropriate name

tremely winding roads along the Mekong, Salween & Yangtze

rivers, which until recently were closed to foreigners, we
ride up to Lake Ranwu and across the „Road of the 72 Curves“

2021:
11.04. – 26.04.
2022:
10.04. – 25.04

to the Roof of the World and the highest mountain on earth.

By Women, For Women An incredible experience
Our new tour concept only for women

The world increasingly recognizes that women love motorcycling just as much as men. But if you‘d rather hang
out with other women riders on a trip, join our women-only motorcycle tours. And enjoy the world on two wheels
in the best company imaginable!
We invite you to step up and experience the world on two wheels with us in a homogeneous group.
Best company is guaranteed!
We‘re a women-led initiative encouraging other female bikers to chase their dreams on their own terms.
Committed to providing an individual experience along with great comradeship on the road, we offer some of
the most incredible motorcycle rides in the countries we‘ll be touring in.
Our vision is to promote a thriving community of women riders from all over the world and all levels of experience. We‘re inviting women to brave a joint challenge and ride with us for an incredibly liberating experience.
Our first adventure takes us to Nepal: on the Road to Mustang Tour we experience dreamlike Himalayan landscapes up close!

We present:

Peter’s Bike Adventure in Cyprus
Welcome to a full round of the sun-drenched isle of Cyprus,

At least 6 one-week tours

with its ancient culture. This tour is suitable for all riders with

are planned for 2021:

some experience who love being out in largely pristine nature.
Our starting point will be the unspoilt Chrysochou Bay near
Polis. We’re going to use it as our base for three one-day rides
and a three-day tour through the forested mountains of Troodos and to Nicosia. Winding our way up and down the mountains, the narrow roads and tracks will then take us back to
Polis. And to wrap things up, we’ve got a day of off-road riding
at its finest on the Akamas Peninsula.

- Sun 18.04. - Sun 25.04.2021
- Sun 25.04. - Sun 02.05.2021
- Sun 02.05. - Sun 09.05.2021
- Sat 30.10. - Sat 06.11.2021
- Sat 06.11. - Sat 13.11.2021
- Sat 13.11. - Sat 20.11.2021

Roadtrip Eurasia Via Munich to Tibet
In summer 2020 Peter said goodbye to India, Corona was the final
factor. He is not thinking of returning for the time being, at
least not next year.
After a few intense summer months in Berlin and in the Sauerland, he went to his third home, Cyprus. Not
just for tax reasons. Now he lives in the wild west of the island and cruises through the area, his old passion. Peter quickly came up with the idea of offering motorcycle tours here too. Ultimately, his career as a
bike tour operator began here in 1984. After a successful pilot tour in November 2020 with only six bikers
due to Corona, the fire has finally rekindled in him. Now he wants to know it again! With a local partner, he
is currently in the process of buying a new fleet, initially ten Enduro bikes. Another ten Royal Enfield Bullets are to follow.
The first six tour dates for 2021 are already set. Two guides are currently being trained for the
tours, and a Nepalese mechanic is already on site. Everything is ready for your Cyprus ride!

Last but not least:
Our tour from Munich to Lhasa starts in 2021 – and we
are excited! We are now starting to look ahead and plan
for 2022:
The next adventure along the Silk Road to the Roof of the
World will take place from April 30th. – June 15th.2022. We
are now accepting the first bookings and advance registrations. All information about the tour is available on the website.

Euer Classic Bike Adventure Team
SPECIAL Covid-19 Flexible Booking
& Money Back Guarantee
For all 2021 tours booked in between 15 July and 31 December 2020

1. Flexible Booking:

2. Guaranteed Money-Back

If you change your mind after booking for whatever reason

If we need to cancel a tour, due to Covid-19 or any ot-

6 months prior to the start of your tour, just let us know and

her reason, you get your money back in full.

you get your deposit back. Alternatively, you can transfer

Alternatively, you can transfer your booking to any ot-

your tour deposit to any other tour from our program free

her tour from our program free of charge.

of charge.

